Chris Adval Productions
Terms & Conditions - Commercial Video Production

A.
Bidding/Quotes: When we provide quotes on your bids or jobs you have interest in
hiring Chris Adval Productions, you are provided a non-exclusivity quote. Most clients do not
need exclusivity and licensing the content created we worked on for your project is most cost
efficient. We can provide exclusivity WORK-FOR-HIRE.
B.
License Usage: Clients are expected to purchase licensing with their service orders in
producing completed projects. Once license has expired you will receive a reminder email 1
month before expiration, and when it expires. If not renewed, it is expected by the client to
stop usage until renewal is paid in full. All content produced for the client at non-exclusivity
rates, are owned by Chris Adval Enterprises unless discussed with a work-for-hire agreements.

C.
Pricing: Pricing is built by skills of creative professionals, labor, and gear used for
production. Invoicing will be separated into two different invoices. First invoice is preproduction, and production. 25-50% non-refundable deposit expected to start pre-production
and book production dates. The remaining amount for this first invoice must be paid in full 1
day before production starts. The second invoice will be based on hours spent on editing during
post production, and licensing fees.

D.
Client Loaned Gear: In some instances clients may have their own gear for which we can
use to help reduce some production and gear rental costs. In these instances it is expected by
the client when providing any kind of gear to use during production to ensure the gear is fully
ready to use by production time. i.e. charging all batteries, tested all gear is in working
condition. Also ensure to have a sufficient amount of batteries or lighting if providing lights to
use. In instances the client did not properly prepare with loaned gear, the client is fully
responsible for the cost of lost production days including financially responsible. If the solution
would be to do a last minute rental, and postponing the production, the client is charged
accordingly. i.e. Our crew shows up to production days on client promised loaned gear, and if
loans gear does not meet our expectations, client is still expected to pay in full for that day of
production even while production crew is unable to perform their duties due to client's
negligence.

E.
Roles: These roles mentioned are vital. You may hire me to perform these roles or you,
as client, may assume responsibility for one or few of these roles.
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Producer: The client is automatically assumed as producer, but when the client wants to put full
control into me to be hired as the producer, you are allowed this too as the client. When clients
hire me as producer you acknowledge I am in full control of finalizing the project and given full
trust in me as producer.
In other instances when a client is maintaining a producer role, producer is responsible in all
roles unless hiring other crew members not related to direct filming crew to handle this duty
such as assistant producer, staff management, etc. Chris Adval Productions would assume roles
of at least Director or Assistant Director and assign camera operator(s), audio tech(s), grip(s),
lighting specialist(s), etc. direct roles to filming.

F.
Deliverables: Final deliverables will be provided to the client once all invoices has been
paid in full. This will also mean licensing must be paid in full for those that are not a work-forhire client. Once paid, I will deliver via digital download for the finalized content approved by
the client. Once finalized the client may not opt for additional edits and production will be
marked as completed post. In extreme measures re-opening completed productions as another
version. To reopen a completed post client is expected to discuss reopening fees. Client may reopen up to 90 days after completed post, once 90 days has passed the production is archived.
If a client needs a physical item holding the finalized content, I can provide USB or Hard Drive
with the data. Varying on your needs there will be a fee for these. If transferring to your data
device there is a fee on this as well.
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